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Book summary 
The never-before-told story of one 
woman’s heroism that changed the course 
of the Second World War.  

In 1942, the Gestapo sent out an urgent 
transmission: “She is the most dangerous 
of all Allied Spies. We must find and 
destroy her.” 

The target in their sights was Virginia Hall, 
a Baltimore socialite who talked her way 
into Special Operations Executive, the spy organization dubbed 
Winston Churchill’s “Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare.” She 
became the first Allied woman deployed behind enemy lines and 
—despite her prosthetic leg—helped to light the flame of the 
French Resistance, revolutionizing secret warfare as we know it.  
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Virginia established vast spy networks throughout France, called weapon and 
explosives down from the skies, and became a linchpin for the Resistance. Even as 
her face covered wanted posters and a bounty was placed on her head, Virginia 
refused order after order to evacuate. She finally escaped through a death-
defying hike over the Pyrenees into Spain, her cover blown. But she plunged back 
in, adamant that she had more lives to save, and led a victorious guerrilla 
campaign, liberating swathes of France from the Nazis after D-Day. 

Based on new and exhaustive research, Sonia Purnell has for the first time 
uncovered the full secret life of Virginia Hall-an astounding and inspiring story of 
heroism, spy craft, resistance and personal triumph over shocking adversity. A 
Woman of No Importance is the breathtaking story of how one woman’s fierce 
persistence helped win the war. 

Author's website. (soniapurnell.com/a-woman-of-no-importance) 
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Meet the Author 
Sonia Purnell is a journalist and bestselling 
author known for her lively writing style 
and meticulous research with a growing 
readership across the world. Her first book - 
the unauthorized biography of Boris 
Johnson called 'Just Boris: A Tale of Blond 
Ambition' - was long listed for the Orwell 
prize in 2011. Her second book, 'First Lady' 
in the UK and 'Clementine' in the U.S., (a 
finalist for the Plutarch prize) revealed for 
the first time the vital role played in 
Winston Churchill's career by his wife 
Clementine and has been optioned to be 
made into a Hollywood movie. Her new 
work, 'A Woman of No Importance', is the 
astonishing but true-life tale of a female spy in WWII, Virginia Hall, a young 
American socialite with a wooden leg, who helped fan the flames of French 
Resistance.  

Author's website. (soniapurnell.com/about) 
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Discussion Questions 
1. A charismatic woman of great intelligence and resourcefulness, Virginia Hall 

is an inspiration from the very first page of A Woman of No Importance. She 
clearly had a similar magnetic pull in person, drawing people from all walks 
of life to stand for freedom, their country and the Allied effort, often at 
great peril to their families and themselves. Did the book change your ideas 
about what one person can accomplish? In what ways did her grit and 
courage inspire you? 

2. Since birth, Virginia was expected to marry well and become a society wife; 
instead, she chose a male-dominated career path in which she constantly 
found herself either underestimated or overlooked, even after the end of 
her illustrious war career. Do you feel like views on where “a woman’s 
place” is have changed? In what ways do you feel society has progressed 
when it comes to gender equality—and in what ways has it not? 

3. Did you (or anyone you know) have a course set for you since childhood 
that you were expected to follow? Have you (or they) since rebelled from 
that course? If so, what obstacles did you (or they) have to face, if any? 
Was it worth it? 

4. Considering how central Virginia’s role was in the Allied victory in France, 
it’s difficult to fathom how she could have been lost in the annuals of 
history. While there are likely many factors in play as to why her story took 
so many years to surface, Virginia herself was also uninterested in fame and 
shied away from public accolades, seeking to continue her work in 
anonymity. How did her decision to do so make you feel? What do you 
think this choice has meant, if anything, for the women who have wanted a 
career like hers? 

5. What do you think the role of trailblazers in history should be? Do figures 
like Virginia have an obligation or duty toward those who one after them? 
What do we owe the generation that comes after us? 
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6. At the young age of twenty-seven, Virginia lost a leg to gangrene after a 
devastating hunting accident. She somehow found the resilience to not 
only survive but thrive, both for herself and for her beloved France. She 
mentions that she had a spiritual experience on her sickbed, seeing a vision 
of her father that told her she must survive, she must go on. How do you 
feel this experience shaped the rest of her life and her adventures? What 
drives you to keep going in the face of hardships, great and small? 

7. Sonia Purnell asks a pressing question: “One of my great interests is 
motivation—why did Virginia take insane gambles with her own life for the 
sake of another country?” Why do you think she did? Would you do the 
same in her place? 

8. During the war, Virginia was often a rebellious figure, known not only for 
her courage but often for her disregard of directives, accurately believing 
herself capable of playing a larger role than she was given. Still, in her 
personal life, rather than cause a possible family upset, she hid her 
continuing relationship with Paul from her mother for many years. What 
did you think of her decision to do so? What does it tell us about the 
Virginia hidden behind all her many disguises and bravery? 

9. Virginia was wise, discerning, and perceptive beyond belief—her life 
depended on deciding whom to trust and how much, against all odds, it 
seems she always made the right choice—except for Alesch. Given the 
skepticism that others around her had about him, why do you think she 
trusted him as she did? 

10. Virginia had to put on many personas during the war, from the journalist 
she played during her first foray into France to the elderly peasant woman 
she pretended to be when she returned. She played all her roles with 
finesse and, apparently, very convincingly. Do you think her ability to 
commit to character was innate or a carefully acquired skill? What do you 
think are the key characteristics of a spy? 

11. Virginia and her compatriots all across France faced heavy losses during the 
war. Some were tortured to the point of death, others faced the firing 
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squad, and still others suffered from injuries incurred in battle for the rest 
of their lives—including Virginia herself. Were these sacrifices worth it? 
What did Virginia’s life teach you about the importance of fighting for your 
beliefs? And against tyranny? Do you have a cause that you would be 
willing to die for? 

12. If Virginia were alive and in her prime today, what do you suppose her role 
would be in today’s America? What would she think of America now? 

13. Virginia Hall was a very private person, whether because she had noted 
what happened when her fellow spies had loose lips or because of her 
nature. If you could meet Virginia, what is the foremost question you’d 
want to ask her? 

Penguin Random House. 
(penguinrandomhouse.com/books/558307/a-woman-of-no-importance-by-sonia-

purnell/9780735225312/readers-guide) 
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Recipes 
Crepes 
This French delicacy is extremely versatile, 
as it can be filled with virtually anything—
fruits, pudding, mousse for desserts as well 
as vegetables and meats for dinner. No 
need to add more oil each time unless the 
pan begins to stick. Freeze extra crepes for 
later use.  

• 2 eggs 
• 1 cup milk 
• 2/3 cup all-purpose flour 
• 1 pinch salt 
• 1 1/2 teaspoons vegetable oil 

Prep Time: 5 min. Cook Time: 15 min. Additional Time: 1 hour 

In a blender combine eggs, milk, flour, salt, and oil. Process until smooth. Cover 
and refrigerate for 1 hour.  

Heat a skillet over medium-high heat and brush with oil. Pour 1/4 cup of crepe 
batter into pan, tilting to completely coat the surface of the pan. Cook 2 to 5 
minutes, turning once, until golden. Repeat with remaining batter. 

Source: Allrecipes. (allrecipes.com/recipe/27188/crepes) 
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French Butter Cookies (Sable Breton) 
• 1/2 cup and 1 tablespoon granulated sugar 
• 1/2 cup and 5 tablespoons salted butter 
• 3 egg yolks, separated 
• 1 teaspoon vanilla extract 
• 2 cups and 2 Tablespoons all-purpose flour, plus more for dusting work 

surface 

Preheat the oven to 375 degrees. Line a baking sheet with parchment paper or a 
silicone mat. Beat the butter and sugar together on medium speed until light and 
fluffy—about 1 minute. Add 2 egg yolks and the vanilla extract and mix on 
medium speed until they’re incorporated. Stop to scrape the bowl with a rubber 
spatula before resuming the mixing. Add the flour in and mix on low speed just 
until the dough starts to clump together.  

Lightly flour a wooden board or counter 
before placing the mass of dough onto it. 
Use your hands to shape the dough into a 
big ball. Then sprinkle some flour on top 
of the dough before using a rolling pin to 
roll the dough out. As soon as the dough 
starts sticking to your pin, sprinkle a pinch 
of flour on the dough, then resume rolling. 
Roll your dough out until it is 
approximately 14 inch thick. 

Use medium round cookie cutters (2 1/4 inch) to cut out round cookies from the 
dough. Use a sharp-edged spatula to transfer the cookie rounds onto the baking 
sheet. Place 12 cookies on the baking sheet, spaced out from each other. Beat the 
remaining yolk in a small bowl. Use a fork to make a crosshatch pattern on the 
cookies (drag the fork down vertically on the cookie, then drag the fork across 
horizontally). Brush the tops of the cookies with the beaten egg yolk. 
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Bake the cookies for 12 to 15 min., until they’re a deep golden color. Transfer the 
cookies to a wire cooling rack to cool completely.  

Mon Petit Four. (monpetitfour.com/french-butter-cookies) 
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